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Any day now it will happen. You’ll awake with a new gleam

(1

csA
,

7

,

in your eye, a new song in your heart, and suddenly you’ll

(-)

know .. . it’s Spring! To be ready for this thrilling moment,
visit your Spartan advertisers now. They’re all abrim with
J

bright new ideas to put your wardrobe, your home, your
whole way of life in step with the quickened tempo of Spring!

It’s

minutes till
4101119 -itt with

t9Ie
IT MUST BE SPRING

Spring Grips Campus
YOUNG MAN’S FANCY...

Now do the woods with soft reveille ring.
Now in thy blood the challenge of the Spring
Bids thee forget the narrow days behind.
The winter weather and the winter mind,
Nor thus with cold and bookish thought sit still,
When pipes the thrush and flames the daffodil.

The Saturday Review

By BILL GODFREY
Spring officially begins tomorrow. This is the period when the
sun crosses the Equator on Its trip around the ecliptic, the vernal
equinox.
The first day of spring Is the magic moment of the adolescent year, a year not yet old enough to dim the promised ecltement that lies ahead.

Talhing ..ith Li, nen sito, u, irs a new Spring
outfit from illainnicr’s are (left to right) Ralph
Parker in a lightweight tre%s sweater, new eggshell colored Jacket and ohsp polished cottons:
Ler Howard dressed in fan polished rottons, a
whit. cable -knit tennis sweater antt white but -

A

young man might tell you that his fancy
only kidding.

IS

ton -down dress shirt; and Pete Ireberroth in
polished cottons. a short .11.4-Artl blue dress shirt,
and new reversible stretch belt, corning a resersitile cotton coat. Men’s fashions are fr
Spartafoto by Bob Kaufh

baseball. but he’s

but

Sputnik. Explorer and Vanguard are glittering out in spare,
Something almost imperceptible happens to us. Our stride becomes more alive, our smile quicker, our laughter brighter. Then, in the heavens hold no charm for earthbound girls. They have a different glitter in their eyes, Diamond I, grapefruit si/e.
a flash we know:
SUDDENLY IT’S SPRING:

For thousands of San Jose State students, Spring means Easter
vacation, weekends at the beaches, (mid-termsi, shorts, ice Cream,
washing the car more often, a re-evaluation of one’s grades, letting
the cleaning go, and getting less sleep.
Now Is the time when the first early flash of aerlemic enthusiasm fades like chaff before the wind.

The time also is drawing near for that univer,a1 symbol of
good male college fin, the water fight, banned but not forgotten
For the girls, talk dwells on Easter "outfits," as they are
called fondly. She may have to sell her textbooks to
but
get one she Will.

gin one,

ghts of love."
"In the spring a young man’s fancy turns to ti
1 and Mickey Simonet, dressed In spring ii mpus
Mars 111
clothes from Boos Bros., !Went to ha Y e eyes only for roch other.
In addition to her checked chemise. Mickey also Is wearing Marv’s
Spantafoto by Doug Mil
I raternity pin.
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On the darker side. Papa has to pay his income tax. But on the
.hrighter side, Joe College and Betty Co-ed get a refund.
For the prospective graduate, the world ii waiting for him
to step In and take OVPt. But that’s three whole months away and
he has other things to think of at the moment.

j

Ti. the profs, poor profs, spring mean some relief from academic tension too. The grind of the long winter has added more
lines to their pa lid faces, and the flood of midst- questions from
underclassmen has hastened the graying of their curly locks.

Uno, dos, hes
quatro, tint,

From now to the end of the semester they’ll continue to take the P:
roll with stern looks upon their face, is huh’ under their breath they’ll

seis!

’nutter, *Good riddance" as they glance at the empty chairs.

That’s right amigo,
6 full months to pay
at Roos.

And this i the %%Hy spring goes, sear In year out, since the
n of time, sunshine and loie. blossoms and love, fragranee
and love, these are the therm%
and lose, t.tillititir and
of spring.

11111%

So remember ye lads and lasses,
When you’re urging to cut your classes.
It’s good to have fun, ’
And play in the sun,
For the kwer of spring always passes.

VirOPTIPVirAtiOrMr.r,WW5Mr117%

Man ya-na is
good enough for us.

Kato

Sow,

First at Santa Clara

WOW
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IN THE GOOD OL’ SUNTAN TIME

Sun Worshiping

Opus 30...
By LARRY WATERS
. . The oohing milting tourists in their perch atop
THE (ITV
. . they think thes’se seen the city’s glow, they hasen’t
the Mark
seen a spark: the) hasen"t seen the begging hands of the guys es
grasping, fighting, searningand in the end
Third k Himont . .
4-114 ard: a
ard not to fare the dawn of a commuter’s
3
dails journey . . . not to bear the well honed lame in life’s burdenilea%) tournes ; tlwy has en’t heard the frenzied laughs in the continental merca . . . a kaleidoscope of races in a sari -colored spectra:
a melting pot for madmen. drifters, con -men and crooks .. MIMI!
factoring a thousand schemes to milk suburban sihnooks: they haven%
seen the drunkards. hop-heads. and shady ladies . . who permeate
the pier -side like dogs with human rabies.
In a day they’ve got the cit’s "feel," its pulse and respiration ...
on the
they return to "good ()I Centen tile" to give a dissertation
obvious and apparent, Golden Gate and old Coit Tower .., the cable
cars. the Park, Maiden Lane, etc. hour after hour; luncheon at the
Fairmont and tender legs of lambs . .. and a dinner of flaming shishkabob at Omar Ithayam’s.
A madcap round of nightclubs, comb’s and bawdy showi...
they tisk-tsk-tsk and almost choke on the "gals" at Finoechlo’s;
they lease the impersonators’ dreamland aith a heavy moral slip
... and dash across the ssas to the bohemian Hungry I.
The hag -piped sour wheezing from Scotty’s 330 Club . . . Turk
Street’s black-beered refugee -- a bonnie -kilted pub; the Tin Angel’s
couthless blaring thru a barn -like swinging door . . . and Conrad’s
castillian catharsis -the El Matador.
A stop at Original doe’s for meat balls and spaghetti ... suit up for cuisine dt Alfred’s, the dress is ’eddy-’veddy: they stay
until the doors are sealed and the milk man starts to wake ...
then stumbel back to sleep it off Is the ornate Sir Francis Drake.
But they haven’t seen the other . . the soiled skirts of the old
they
monarch . . . they’ll return to tell of smoke and fire when
haven’t seen a spark. ,
A TIGHTWAD’S TOUR . . . the turistas see the sign out front and
call it the Hungry "One", but don’t be fooled into calling the "City"
Frisco, or thinking they’ll slap it to you at the "I". Prices are about
average -- a cover charge of $.2 per at the door and the shows are
usually top shelf. If you don’t drink you’re way ahead of the rest
of us but don’t kick when your date’s lime-rickey costs you 75c . . .
its worth it. I won’t tell you where to eat, you may like asparagus.
Summertime draws the long-stemmed American beauties like
bermudas and flies to China Beach. Good flavor here ’neath the
G. Gate. Ask directions and don’t take a date.
Make sure she’s 21 before you try the Monkey Inn off Van
Ness. Sawdusty atmosphere of rinky-tink upright and group singing aith sudsy pitchers ... college crowd. Same clien-tell at the
Copy (’at on Fillmore near Frisch HospitaL Catch the banjo band
on Saturday night for inexpensise foot-stompin time. Don’t bother
on week nights.
Stay away from anything with a doorman in front. You may be
putting him thru college ... Take her for an amble thru the Japanese
Gardens in GG Park, Fantabulous for that "Let’s get close to nature"
line. Viewing is also nice .

Lovers of Chemises Favor
Long, Colored Neck/aces
The jewNEW YORE 1UP r
elry industry this spring gives
girls enough rope to hang themselves.
Rope necklaces range from a
mere 16 to an extreme 120 inches
in length and are the hottest item
on jewelry counters, all because
of the chemise,
"The unbroken lines of the sack

Here is
really a
sensation!

By BUNNY ROBINSON
"A suntan, a suntan, I must attain a suntan!"
Such is the cry that soon will
ring througg the ivy covered halls
of San Jose State College, institution of higher education and
weekday refuge of the Beachcombers Union.
To acquire a luscious tan is no
problem at all, or so they say. Regardless of where one intends to
start his tan, certain articles are
indispensable.
Dark glasses are the primary
requisite. Next, a suitable book is
needed. By a suitable book, I mean
one that has an impressive title,
and which you haven’t the slightest intention of reading.

perience that to neglect his ov 11
is to gain access to the bottles,
jars and squeeze bottles full of
cream, oil and spray belonging
to fellow tanners.
If you find it impossible to get
to the beach, you needn’t feel had,
A true tanner must use ingenuity.
On second thought, maybe you’d
better be careful of ingenious
ideas. Last summer 1 lost my
grip on the TV antenna, and "flipped" - literally, that isoff a roof.
Oil

LARGE TOWELOR RUG
Of course you also must dig up
the largest possible towel available. If you haven’t one, a large
front hall throw rug will be a satisfactory substitute.
As for suntan oil, the shrewd
sunbather has discovered from ex"Santa Cruz or Bust"
That’s what many a
Spartan aid he shouting tomorrow after he has
finished his last class. Shown above are a few of
the pleasure -seeking students who took adstan-

tage of recent sunshine to journey across the
mountains and enjoy the cool mean breezes,
standard equipment for this trip includes bathing suit, towel and lots of suntan lotion.
Spartafoto

By ARLENE PHILLIPS

REACH LIKES, DISLIKES
The beach hates: lonely people, fat girls in bathing suits, rain,
un-suntanned people, cold days,
people who dislike salt water, the
months of October through February, and college instructors who
base their grades on attendance.

need something," said one manuIt likes: warm days, college
facturer. "Long strands of beads
are a natural. Girls also wore songs, children %kith sand buckets, suntan lotion, bright beach
them in the 1920’s.
None of the manufacturers is towels, portable radios, laughter,
suggesting that the elongated happiness and people.
necklace be worn as a single
The beach is a land of people:
strand; rather, loop into two, the eager coeds running into the
three, four or five strands of vary- ice-cold surf with squeals of deing length,
light and occasional glances to-

Bothered by TV? When you get
away from the picture does the
sound interfere with conscentration? The problem is easily solved
by attaching ear phones to the
wires leading to the speaker. Not
a sound will reach anyone not
ward the beach to see who’s wearing phones.
watching them; the white-haired
men with skins blackened and
hardened by the sun, who delight
a
in weaving tales around what the
beach was like in their youth; the
fair-skinned red heads who dab!
"House of Fashion Jewelry"
"Sea. and Ski" on their shoulders ’
We have a wide selection of
at every opportunity; and the college crowd singing songs.
ROPES
So when you drag yourself home
BRACELETS
from class at 11:30 a.m., fingers
EARRINGS
aching from taking notes, vision
RINGS
bleary from looking at a black$1.00 and Up
board, brain numb from absorbing knowledge, and you seat yourCOME IN AND SEE OUR
self at your desk to study, it takes
"DOLLAR BAR"
just 11 words and one exclamaS&H Green Stamps
tion point to take away that "ache
all over" feeling: "Hey, cut all
10 E. SAN FERNANDO
your afternoon classes and let’s
INeat door to Sees Ceedies1
hit the beach:"

Feeling LOW After

a

BIG night?

Chuck Wagon Breakfast
a -La Waldorf
bitty Sunday I I 2
19 N. Market

OFFER
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Work
Graduate Training
Ultramodern Facilities
Rapid Advancement on Merit
Permanency of Employment
Assistance by Eminent Scientists
Publication of Papers and Reports
Competitive Civil Service Appointments
Variety in Technical Investigations
Liberal Fringe Benefits

GIFT SHOP

Seniors and graduate students ill mechanical,
electrical, electronii, and aeronautical engineering and physics will be interiewed on
MARCH 26, 1958. For further information
see Dr. E. W. Clements, Room 234, Administration Building.
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SWEATERS
Famous label,
Which we had to
remove!
Lovely Ityles
Cashmere soft furblend lambswool.
Cardigans and
variety of slip-ons.
Classics, novelties.
Sizes 36 to 40.

SKIRTS
Variety cf styles,
from famous maker.
Lawford tweeds,
Ria Herlinger tweeds,
the Handwoven Look!
All seat lined
with taped seams.
Luscious pastels
matching the sweaters’

HERE FOR SPRING!
dyed-to-maich

Use Our Convenient
90 Day Charge Plan

-rA/

fur -blend lambswool
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dyed -to -match
COLORS
sky-blue
blush pink
opal aqua
crerne beige
sunk ist maize
coral -orange
turquoise green
blossom white
jet black
kitten gray

rfli 27114j1

F %MOE S RIR %ND!

st(mAl
sweaters, reg. 12.95 to 17.95

a1/4jt

,

skirts, regularly 12.95

797
EACH SWEATER OR SKIRT

Sivt-’14
I %_4Lrm.

CY 3-1695

The NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, CHINA LAKE, CAL.
and NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, PASADENA, CAL.
and NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY, CORONA, CAL.

_’7’mu,-

1

Manzanifa Room

GUIDED MISSILE SCIENCE
ROCKETRY
UNDERWATER ORDNANCE

Reporter Offers
Beach Definition
What is a beach?
It is SJS away from San Jose,
the Coop with beer instead of
coffee, Spartan Stadium with the
ocean used as a goal post, a P.E.
class with tans sciught after instead of grades, the philosophy
and psychology departments with
people instead of textbooks from
which to learn. It .is a college
campus with a bathing suit as the
only entrance requirement.
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world wire
Compiled front United Press

ALGIERS --Algerian rebels have
massed a fighting force of 3000
men in the mountainous Grand
Kabyllia country 70 miles east of
here, French sources said yesterday.
The report, combined with
new, of heat y fighting elsewhere, strengthened the belief
that the, threatened rebel
"s pring offensive" Is set to
strike.
.
WASHINGTON-- The House
without debate passed and sent to
the White House yesterday Congress’ first big anti -recession bill
a $1,850,000,000 housing bill.
The measure is designed to create 500,000 new jobs by adding an
estimated 200,000 houses to those
which otherwise might be built
this year.
SACRAMENTO The State
Senate has paned a resolution
requesting the Federal Government to reduce the income tax

SEND FLOWERS
-C
For
Those
Special
Occassions
front
the

-F1invers by Wire"
40 W. San Antonio
Cipress 3-5232

FRESNOA map describing
the burial of a $50,000 treasure
near here more than 29 years
ago failed to correspond yesterday with available records.
The crudely drawn map, which
Included a note explaining that
the writer had a knife wound, was
found by a typewriter repairman
in Philadelphia. The map said the
treasure was buried along U.S. 99
eight miles from Fresno.

Club To Present
German Dramas

The SJS German Club will present two modern German dramas
tonight at 5 in the Old Little
Theater, according to Dr. Theodore E. Verhaaren, professor of
modern language.
The dramas, "Juana," by George
Kaiser and "Die Versunkene Glocke," by Gerhardt Hauptmann, are
termed neo-romantic, symbolistic
and expressionistic dramas representative of the early 20th century.
Admission free, both works will
be presented In German by members of the club:
Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
6 AM. to II P.M.
370 AUZERAIS STREET

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK with BROWN GRAVY
SOUP
POTATOES
VEGETABLE
BREAD 1, BUTTER
Large Softie of Milk .15

Naomi.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

PINCH -HITTER

&Mom

Vfora/Sho,,

Spattattet

bills of the parents of college
students.
Sen. Robert I. McCarthy (1)-San
Francisco) initiated the resolution Thar -alas. mar) ti Sts 1955
which now goes to the Assembly
for concurrence.
McCarthy said the tax reduction
would help the parents to meet
"the high cost of education."

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE

Replacing P. F. Brundage, Maurice H. Stan’s (above) is newly
appointed Federal Budget Bureau direetor.
Photo by International

Sparta’s KOED
Schedules Debut
For Next Week
Closed-circuit KOED, the
Speech and Drama Department’s
campus television station makes
its public debut next Thursday,
according to Frank McCann, assistant professor’ of drama and
"Project 58" ’s adviser, last week’s
trial program series was a "complete success as far as training
was concerned. A tremendous
amount was learned."
KOED, an extracurricular project of interested Speech and
Drama students, will be on the air
from 2:30 to 6 p.m. Thursday, and
the audience will be accommodatec1 in the TV studio, or in the
adjoining radio studio, in the
Speech and Drama Building.
McCann noted that }WED
turned out to be a "more ambitious project than it looked on
paper." but he added that the
extra problems encountered
Made it "it fine training device."
The major problems. he stated,
were in transitionthe production crew ef one show taking
over for the crew of the pre.--which produced
ceding sl
confusion and awkward situations during the station breaks.
He felt that these will be ironed
out satisfactorily, though, and future production difficulties kept to
rt.!1,0mtlilt, Millif1111111

I
Student Council granted the Athletic department the $5,0110 left
sPARTAN DAILY ---3 ,\
cr front last month’s $10,000 request at its meeting yesterday. Don
IRyan, president, stated that registration figures were higher than
! had been anticipated and the ASB General Fund definitely could
stand the expenditure.
Student Council also registered a request that students not
be asked specifically for money during the Spartan Foundation
fund raising drive.
Dick Boyd. alumni secretary. mentioned last seek that $1 from
1
each student would help the Spartan Foundation toward Its goal.
but that no agreement had been
However, Student Council pointed out that in granting $10,000 from
reached.
the ASH General Fund the students have made their contribution.
Miss Suzuki, who had prepared
It was added that students would be free to donate more if they
for a teaching career while at
wished.
SJS. began singing only two and
8PARTA KEY TO LOSE 4300
half years ago when she gained
Sparta Key will only lose about $500. according to latest figures.
sudden and almost over-night
recognition of what critics have Ryan announced to the council. Money still coming in from advertermed "zestful" and "unusual" tising has caused the decrease In expected loss.
style.
Jim Joy appeared on behalf of Alpha Phi Omega, service fraThe petite 1 ft. It in. jars.
ternity, to request that APh10 be allowed to handle Sparta Key
songsters« is now a night club
nest year. Joy stated that In past yearn the key has been "constar in Seattle. She returned
sistently late and inareurate" and also has lost money. He pointed
there early this week after
to the Book Exchange. uhich APhi0 took oser from the council
se’s-en days in New York, apseveral years ago, and which he states Is now a stable service.
telePser
pearing on the Jack
Joy’s request was turned down. however, as the council is going
vision show.
to attempt to have the keys out 10 days after the start of next semesThe new Rodgers -Hammerstein ter by handling the project itself.
production is an Oriental musical
Jerry Snyder was chosen to direct 1959 Spartacamp. annual SJS
titled "The Flower Drum Song." leadership training camp, in further council business. Snyder was
It is scheduled to go into rehear- selected from a list of three recommendations submitted by the 1958
sal in September and open in No- committee.
vember.
REQUEST TURNED DOWN
Randie Poe’s "Hot Seat" column
A
request
by
the
Forensics Society for $395 was turned down by
gave
year
in Septemebr of last
recognition to the songstress’ op- the council.
Chuck Miller, ASB treasurer, reported that letters ’have been sent
timistic future.
to eight ASH committees asking for statements of their programs
The purpose of this is to see how
Theater To Feature
money appropriated by the ASB
is spent by various committees.
Bogart, Astor Film
Terri Galvin reported that an
"Maltest Falco n," starring
organizational chart is planned
Humphrey- Bogart, Mary Astor
for the ASB president’s office
and Sidney- Greenstreet, urn he
The chart will show the ASH setshown tomorrow night In the
up from Student Council through
College Theatre.
the individual student, she exStarting at 7:30, the movie is
plained
free to student body card hold ies are preera. These free
sented muter the sponsorship of Literary Applicants
the Speech anti Drama DepartHave April 7 Deadline
ment.
The Phelan Literary Awards
Contest will close April 7. All Stu,
ASB Card Entitles
dents wishing to submit manuYou to a Discount
scripts may contact the Englisl.

Broadway Lead
Offered Suzuki
Pat Suzuki. Japanese-American
SJS graduate of ’52. has been offered the lead female role in a new
Rogers-Hamerstein musical scheduled to open on Broadway next
fall, according to the United Press.
The office of Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Harnerstein contirrned yesterday that the offer was
made to Miss Suzuki last seek

AP&

’General Fund Fills
PE (up With $5000

Prof Pay Bill
Goes Before
Senate Grou
After receiving a strung confidence vote from the Assembly
Monday, the Cal-state college five
per cent faculty pay raise bill is
expected tq come up in the Senate Finance Sub-Committee today.
The Assembly defeated a budget
amendment Tuesday calling for a
two and a half per cent salary
hike for all state employes. This
bill would have included all SJS
employes not covered by the faculty pay raise proposal.
In several economy moves this
budget session, the Assembly has
vetoed a three per cent pay raise
for state employes, a similar two
and a half per cent raise and a
$330,000 graduate engineering center for the University of California.

Prof Gets Scholarship
Under Fulbright Plan

A 10-month Fulbright Scholar- ship is to increase good will and
the people
ship has been granted to Dr. Her- understanding between
of the U.S. and people of other
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9.P.M.
bert H. Sanders, SJS professor of
countries through the exchange of
ceramic art, according to the Pub students, teachers, university leclications Office,
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
turers and research scholars.
The SJS professor is the first
Dr. Sanders was selected by the
"The Deep Six"
Board of Foreign Scholarships’ in educator in the U.S. to receive a
Alan Ladd Dianne Foster
the International Educational Ex- doctorate in ceramic art. In corn change Program of the U.S. Gov- menting on the reason why he
"The Man of 1000 Faces"
James Cagney Lon Chaney
ernment. The professor will con- selected Japan as his area for reduct ceramic art and education re- search, he said, "America’s in STUDIO
search in Japan. The study will creasing awareness of the art
aspects of Japanese culture has
begin in October.
-Cowboy"
Glenn Ford Jack Lerman
"In the area of ceramics. great- had a definite influence on our
Anna Kashii
er understanding can come through architectural and artistic expresa study of living conditions, of sion."
345 SO FIRST ST.
"Wonders of Chicago"
Earlier this month, Dr. Sanders
equipment limitations and of the
basic philosophy responsible for was notified that two of his ceraNOW! of’ 7 Petykt"on 1M:1="of
"The campus blood drive which the Japanese potters product," mic art pieces will be among U.S.
’entries in the 1958 World Fair at
was held Tuesday has been very stated Dr. Sanders.
"THE
LONG
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
successful," announced Robert
Basic purpose of the scholar- Brussels,
HOT SUMMER"
Jerry Lewis
Baton, activities adviser.
e Color
c
More than 130 pints of blood
"SAD SACK"
Pius
have been donated by SJS stuGuy Madsen
dents, Baron stated. Students who
"SPANISH AFFAIR"
"THE HARD MAN"
vio.v;s;onT,chnicolor
could not donate Tuesday may do
so at the Red Cross chapter, 440
N. 1st St. Friday between 10 a.m.
Boarding House Presidents, BEANEHY BILLETIN
and 7 p.m., or Tuesday between meeting, today, 3:30 p.m., TB153. Home Economies Cafeteria
MAYFAIR
10 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Hiliel, party, Sunday. 8 p.m.. Entrees:
According to Baron, many stuliaiocariettes .
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs,
30 cents I
UNION T -307e.
home of Al Newman, 240 Alviso,
Walter Winchell . . . -Orchids to
dents have stated that they will
30 cents
Santa Clara. Car pool will leave Enchiladas
an adult film. The dialogue is more
donate at the chapter. He em. 55 cents
Student Y, 9th and San Antonio Plate lunch
robust than Americans are accus.
"and God
phasized that students donating
Coop-4th and San Fernando Sta.
towed to, and there is a scene in
7:45.
created woman"
should specify that the blood is Sts.,
which the leading lady out-Hedy’s
Entrees:
Aeronautical
Institute
of
SciHedy Larnarr’s nude swimming scene
to be put in the SJS Credit Club.
Hamburger steak .......40 cent
Eta
Rho,
lecture
esters
and
Alpha
in ’Ecsfacy-.
Between 40 and 45 persons who
40 cent
li
May Britt and the Royal Stockholm
jet
wished to give blood had to be and color movie on Boeing 707
50 centlunch
Plate
...but the devil invented
Opera Ballet
turned down because of unfavor- transport. tonight. 8, E118. Open
Brigitte Beardell
"Illicit Interlude"
able weight and blood conditions. to public.
7:00 10.30
InternatIonl Student GeminiS
The blood drive is to be part of
also
the Selah Pereira Memorial Blood satIon. plans for International
Drive contest sponsored’ by the Day, tomorrow, 12:30 p.m., Men’s
Ms world’s No. t sonar girl
- 0 fi 0
CV.
Wowed as second claw mother AprIl
San Jose Elks. Eight Colleges are Gym.
SOPHIA LOREN
24. 1934, it San Jose. Calif., under the
and
entered in the contest. The winLutheran Students Assn.. meet- act of Merck 3, 1879. Member Califor"Doctor At Large"
Vifforle D Sica
ning college will receive a $1500 ing, tonight, 7. Student Christian sic Newspaper Publishers’ Associatiors.
BogardnMuriel Pavia
Publishd daily by the Associated Stu
Center, 92 S. 5th St.
"Too Bad She’s Bad" trophy from the Elks.
dents of San Joie Stet* College, Grego,
SJS won the trophy in 1955 and
(And ton gond to be missed)
"It Happened in the Park"
Methodist Commuting Students, Saturday and Sunday, during itio cattalo,
’36 but lost possession of the discussion and lunch,
8.45
today, 12:36 yr with on. awe during each final
award last y,ar
emaminetion period.
p.m., 24 N. 5th St.
Editorial.
TaekplIsone: CYprisss 4.6414
Social Affairs Committee, meet- , cit. 210. Adrorr;sina. Ens 711.
. 1, Subscriptions accptrod only on
ing, today. 3:30 p.m., TB 107.
re.
SAHARA OIL CO.
Wesley Foundation, Sunday-at - weirder -of -school year basis. In fall se.
SAVE MONEY
mister,
$4:
in
spring
’ernes’s,.
$2.
Seven program. "No Holiness, But
Prins of the Globe Printing Co.
Social Holiness." Sunday. 7 p.m
TO PLACE CLASSIFIEDS CALL Cl’ 4-6414, Ext. 272
JIM DRENNAN
EDITOR
GAS and OIL
Wesley Foundation, 24 N. 5th St BUS. MGRS.
WILLIAM GUIMONT,
Second and Williams
Supper,
6.
85
cents.
Snack
JOANNA H11.1111
_ I
FOR RENT
Room for Boys, Kit. $25 month.
469 S. 11th. CY 2-6315.
GIRLS 5 -room furnished apt.
The better you see . . .
9th and San tarlos. For informaFOR BALE
tion, call AN 9-9278 or CY 2-5413.
The better you’ll look ..
L.P. Classical records. Some colBoard and Room In exchange for lectors items. Cheap. CL 8-2968
Featuring All -New
ttanish those "squint lines"
PARKING?
housework. CL 8-5593. 345 Gordon
around the eyes by getting
Ave.
the glasses you need for
One "43" Record Player. Call
If late for school
clear sision. Get your
24113 after 5 p.m.
we’ll park your car.
Two vacancies In turn, apt for
check up then choose your
For Added Power
mem $22 50-$27.50. 301 S. 5th St. Magnavox II-speed HI -Fl Console,
stylish models.
complete
CY 7-1758.
248 E. San Salvador, Apt.
Dr.
Jack H. Chennell
LOBRICATION AND AUTO MAINTENANCE
Room for boy. Adj. bath. Clean.
455 S. 9th. CY 4-2411.
BRAKE WORK
TUNE-UP
Optometrist
MISCELLANEOUS
---- Across freer the Student Unoon
Second
Furnished rooms, $10-15 per mo.
CY 5-2747
Need MUSIC
Kit. Males. No drink, or amok.
FOURTH and SAN FERN GADO
Nlember SPAR -TEN
7-7RRi;
CY 3-25(X4

Show Slate

SJS Blood Drive
Proves Successful

spartaguide

S5fILZialrOCA

Spaztanaily

LilacW HI If=

CLASSIFIEDS

Watch Repairing

office for a list of requirements.
Material may be submitted in
six divisions; sonnet, lyric, free!
verse, essay, short story and plays
Carbon copies of many script
submitted to the Phelan Conte,.
also may be submitted for put,
lication to the Reed, the collee,
literary magazine

J. R. FULLMER
218 S FIRST

BE A MAGICIAN

Joe Brown’s

JEWEL BOX
House of Distinctive
Ciostuttic Jewelry
from $1.00

WRITE

Ropes in all Colors
for the
Chemise Look
U,. Our Layaway Plan
157 SOUTH FIRST ST.

DR. MEYER BLOCH
Poss.dent
Eastern Magical Society
140 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

The Twin

Payless Drug

CY 3-5947

STEAK HOUSES

ANGELO’S * Old COLONY
74 E. SANTA CLARA
195 S. FIRST ST.
Your Favorite Steaks and Chops
Son Jose’s Finest

SMALL STEAK

95’

WITH TOSSED GREEN SALAD
CHOICE OF DRESSINGS
BAKED POTATO AND FR, BREAD

WORK OF ART
by

ART CLEANERS
398 L SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
Our
SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE

Flowers for a N

15%
DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

liclian "prinut hilt’
11,I1 ii beiter was IP there to itn
a girl than with a losely
c-..perially
pie,
corsage or 1
(fir a prom.

STATE SHELL SERVICE

Nkomo
a large assortment of
Chi a PO’ (Mil that would
Rosser%
delight her.

TCP

BAKNIAS
(Y 24102

SHOP

111th Ana li..ANT:11 CLARA

Theersidis. Niarch ?O. Ift!Ift

tItTAN

;never Undere4tittlate

Arabian Nights

s/ Daily Comment

By CATHY FERGUSON

Editorial

A Proclamation of Sorts

nsoly perNot that we belies., in ii"
ception, bat we on The Spartan Daily seem to he
getting the message that a lot of you are getting
a little weary of The Great Issues That Shape Our
Lives.
dirnalistic ears too are becoming numbed
by the satellite race, the missile
We’ve
race, the cold war, the hot wars,
the recession inflation. and so into
Got
weary night of gloom
Problems! and
the doom.
l"",
On the local scene, we’re becoming a little fatigued worrying about What Will the Legislature
Do Next?. Will Salaries Spoil Professors?, Can We
Afford a Big Time Football Team?, etc., etc.
We hardly can blame you or ourselves. The human mind can absorb only so much earth-shaking
material before it II1 closes itself to outside events
and descends into a life-long concern with trivia,
(21 explodes, or 131 takes a brief vacation.
Since a newspaper can’t exist solely on trivia
1despite slanderous allusions in our direction to the
contrary’ and since a mad editorial staff can’t get
three units for cutting out paper dolls, we’ve (1’,
cid( ti on the third course.

5,. ii sla is c;04. ,;0, at told, a lie o in believe
the deadline Spring.
Our first point was to cut down news The only
consolation given the advocates of World Awarenest is a few small stories elbowing in among the
ads on page three, and another bevy of information sent to that Siberia called page 10.
Volt k, notice articles and pictures on fashion. Fashion sections have two apSacks
peals: Women’s apparel always
In.
seems to make. good material for
humor, especially this year when
Things
the General Mills look is in vogue
and in Vogue Also, most of the models are girls.
Pretty girls. The appeal here needs no explanation
from us, heh heh.
We’ve also devoted considerable space to travel
(or escape’ literature. You slaves chained to a 2:30 .
lecture should appreciate this; now you’ll know
what you’re missing.
Now, aren’t you glad that you can plunge into
the spring season with hedonistic fervor knowing
that The Spartan Daily officially recognizes and
approves it?
You couldn’t care less?
FAIRFTELD, Calif. (UP) --- A , the cash register and Mrs. Balky
Well that’s show biz
_ girl bandit in blue jeans held up, tackled her, but after a briet
a dress shop here and escaped with struggle retreated with bruises
the ca.sh regi,ster receipts
but and cuts.
She said the bandit got $70 or
enot until she had bettered the
lady shop owner in a scratching, $80, and belleited there was a
man c panben waiting outside
hair-pulling tussle.
stop mai:ding, es en thong le half-hoar show and she’s done
In a getaway ear.
Mrs.
Ethel
Bailey,
owner
of
we’re all frustrated."
. many guest shots since.
the dress shop, said the young
Police found a package contain;TIED ME DOWN
woman came Into the. steere re- ing $31 outside the store later in
TEENAGERS SCORE
"TV tied me down a great deal," cently and, simulating a gun in the day and said it was part of
Noting that so many of our hottest records today are made by she recalls. "Things would come up her pocket, ordered Mrs. Bailey the loot. They have one young
teenagers, Mindy says these kids which I couldn’t do. I would like to "lie down behind the counter." woman’s white wedge shoe lost in
Don’t kid mr," answered Mrs. the scuffle and are looking for a
aren’t getting the best of it when to do my own show again, but
it comes to TV. -Lots of new kids only if the money was there --- so Bailey. Then the girl started for foot to match.
with big records just can’t stack ’we could put on a good show.
up as all-around performers. They Something like Dinah Shore’s.
lack the experience. But you seel That’s the only one I’ve been able
what happens.
to watch lately and I think it’s
’A kid will have a good sound done very well," Mindy said.
on a record and become popular
not because of stage preseme
but because of the record. TV
Looking
comes along and hires the latest
these kids.
hot record artist
For
When these kids go on, you see’
awkward they are :end, if
Something
you don’t know any better eees
start equating had perfornonee
SPECIAL?
with normal TV. Remember,
it gh. that these kids aren’t
TV stars or night club performElegant Earrings
ers. The re- record stars. Don’t
Hummel Figurines
confuse the two. People tend to
Swiss Music Boxes
confuse the mediums anti the
10 o DISCOUNT
kids come off second best."
WITH ASS CARD
Mindy, busy until recently with
her Broadway show, hasn’t had
TRAVEL TO HAWAII
much time for TV watching but
she has had enough work in the
medium to know what it’s all
STAY IN HAWAII
( Earn
2 W. San Antonio CY 7.2823
about. In 1931. she had her own

Female Bandit Holds Up
Fairfield Apparel Store

Gal Singers Fight Kids and Natur
By FRED DANZIG
NEW YORK (UP) The
girl
singers keep making those single
records even though, like a certain
rocket we know, the records fail
to get off the ground.
To Nlinely Cars. n, honey.
haired star of the just -closed
Broadway musical. "The Body
Beautiful," it’s no cause for
alarm.
-Most of the records are bought
by teenagers, and most of the
teenag’ers who buy records are
girls," she explained during a rehearsal break at the theatre in
which she’ll appear soon on CBSTV "The Big Record."
-It’s a fact that girls are interested in boys," Mindy added,
-and this means they don’t buy
records by girls. That makes it
elsier for boys to get the hits. Where does this set-up leave
the gal singers" "It .1elees us
aluici frustrated," Nlindy said
with a big smile. "But we don’t
gist’ up on it. We just keep trying to do ivorthuhile songs and
’1%I.
forget about fighting the
kids and nature. Then there: are
albums I’m
working on one
now for Columbia. Albums are
for our sanity. See WI see, the
girls don’t ghe up. We don’t

On screen flickered the heroine’s anguished face. The scene
switched to the hero galloping on horseback with his white-sheeted
companions to her rescue. They were the Ku Klux Klan, and the audience applauded them.
The movie was D. W. Griffith’s classic, "Birth of a Nation." Made
in 1915 (the same year the Ku Klux Klan banded together for the
second time), the movie told of the Klan’s first organization by exConfederates in 11415. Rut mote than thrit, with he ’a. Southern sentiment, the film depicts the Negro race as sheep, renegades and loss’
life, while the Southern whites are sheiwn as intelligent, pure and
sensitke folk.

Scattered Applause
As the movie wore on, presenting the Negroes as the villains,
I started thinking of how far we have come from the days of such
intolerance. No sooner was the thought formed when I heard scattered applause. To my amazeinent, the audience was clapping for
the Klansmen.
Then came some hhodna at the %Mains in the min. And each
time the Klanhmen appeared yn screen the applause grew
stronger. Here pres
lily was a mature, educated group made
up of students and faculty members. But as I sat there in the
College Theatre I was glad the lights were off. Tee have seen
friends and acquaintances demonstrating their narrow-mindedness so loudly weenie! liae been too much For the stomach to take.
It was bad enough to see the distinguished-looking man with
!grizzled moustache and horn-rimmed glasses sitting next to me clap
delightedly as he muttered, "Come on, come on" to the Klansmen
racing down the road to fight the Negroes.
While I admire Griffith’s 17111% ir techniques which were first
introdiseed in this film (cross-cutting, flashbacks, faele-in, fadeout, etc.) I could not help being appalled at Griffith’s principles
superiority of the whites, degradation 01 the Negroes, etc.). But
the response of Gee audience I gather I arii in the minority.

No Excuses Seen
I can see no excuse for this warm acceptance of Ku Klux Klan.
There is bound to be someone who will say that the applause was for
the hero and not for the sheet he wore. To this person I ask, "how
many times do audiences break into spontaneous applause for the
cavalry or knights riding to the heroine’s rescue?"
After the movlo as I left the theatre (One disgusted with
peeeple’s behavior, I heard a remark that %vill lea VI‘ a Mnir taste
th every time I think if it.
iii curs in
Ahead of me walked a well -dressed woruan in her forties
%%ittt her husbandshe could be a San Jose-an or a faculty wife,
for all I I.
. She beamed at her husband, squeezing his arm as
she said,
-Weren’t those costumes cute? I must cut up a sheet to make
Richie one just like they wore."

UNIVERSITY OF

A VIA

J’1

litc earthy:4
qiit chop

SUMMER SCHOOL

54 DAYS

EXTENSIVE PROGRAM IN HAWAII
AND BACK TO WEST COAST

spring interpretations

of

Extra Credits

Combined

Complete . . .

Transferable)

With

Many

SOCIAL EVENTS

WAIKIKI BEACH ACTIVITIES

(ALL EXPENSE PAID)

POINTED TOES
understated

*1

$499.

SIGHTSEEING PROGRAMS
DINNER - DANCES - PARTIES
MOONLIGHT SAIL CRUISES

chic for

W14 Price jttclude4 iverythinf!!

I he chemise

(NOE ONE CENT MORE NEEDED OTHER THAN EXPENSES OF A PERSONAL NATURE )
Price Includes:

lIliek Patent

18.95
k3::

Steamship Air Travel to Hawaii
Aloha Greeting with Floral Lei
Private TransportationPier/Airport to Residenco
Excellent AccommodationsEntire Period
Orientation Meeting
Aloha Reception PartyDancing Under the Stars
Introduction Party First
Finest Hotel
Introduction Party
Second Finest Hotel
Luau
Exciting Hawaiian Feast Finest Nile Club
Formal Dinner Dance Royal Hawaiian Hotel

Fashion Show Luncheon
Picnic Hawaiian Style
Swim Party Sunset Dinner
Romantic Catamaran Cruise
Thrilling Outrigger Canoe Ride
Interesting Pearl Harbor Cruise
Glass Bottom Boat Excursion
Waikiki Aquarium Tour
The City Tour of Honolulu
Complete Circle Island Tour
Mount Tantalus Tour

Koko Head-Waimanalo Drive
Dole -Pineapple Cannery Inspection
Ukulele Beach Get Together
Guest Card Privileges
Medical FacilitiesDoctor on Call
Several House Mothers
Longer Stayover Arrangements
Aloha Farewell with Floral Lei
Private Transportation
Pier Airport to Residence
Steamship Air Travel Return

ALL THIS PLUS LARGE CENTRAL OFFICE (TOUR HOS) /,ND LARGE STAFF
AVAILING COMPLETE FACILITIES AND ASSISTANCES TO OUR TOUR ’ MEMBERS

University Study Tours of Hawaii
AN
Nlountie Red. \ass., Calf
Black l’ate’nt

16.95

’

ANNUAL

PROGRAM DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS and
( ATTENTION Steamship Space Available to Early Applicants Only)

YOUNG

TEACHERS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND FREE DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
CONTACT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AGENTS

111 "(II Tit FIRST ST.
1321 II \COLN AEtE

DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE

Opening March 20 at
Valley Fair, ton!

ROOM 1212 BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
PHONE CY 2-9312

LERIOS TRAVEL SERVICE
SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
74 W. SAN CARLOS

PHONE CY 7-1700

mmIlinommn

111011.1141V

________
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WISTFUL WISH

!Simplicity To Be Keynote A Reporter’s Fancy
s to thoughts
For Weddings This Spring 1Turn
Of Spring Millinery
full-length
By BARBARA LUETT
Simplicity is the keynote for ’
spring weddings this year.

are most popular
gowns this spring.

I.,:

wedding
The pill-box, half-hat and crown
This means simplicity not only are the Most popular of brides’
in dress and decor, but also in veils for spring.
atmosphere.
One of the simplest and most
popular of spring weddings is the
garan.

If you are planning this type of
I wedding, don’t do any thing until
you have made arrangements for
a spray unit to come in and rid the
garden of insect pests.
Great boughs of dogwood, magnolia and fruit blossoms can be
used massively for floral arrangements and not likely to get "lost"
in the maze of other flowers in the
garden.
For the reception it would he
well to have double sets of buffet tables and double serving aids,
one set on the patio, one inside
the house.
Sabrina and portrait necklines,
Princess lines, tulle and organdy,
Chantilly lace, short sleeves and

Here CIIInes the bride, dressed in a white late gown and carrying
a white carnation bouquet, csurtesy of Bakmas Florists. Charlene
Shattuck, The Spartan Daily society editor, depicts the dream of
Many SJS coeds as she models a wedding gown from Audrey’s
Dress Shop.
Spartafoto by Doug Hill

WHAT IS IT?

Ivy League Look
In Chemise Style
Is Fashion Whirl

Thursday.

Marsh

SPARTAN DAILY-5

20. 195X

Males Shun Chemise

By LARRY WATERS
Ours was a happy castle, but rue,v it knows no peace ., my
By LOLA SHERMAN
pretty, shapely %%ire has discovered the chemise.
I hate hats.
She, who was my Grecian goddess, my cashmere-wrapped Aphr,.
Therefore I take great pleasure dile .. now resembles Aristotle, in a flannel, formless nightie.
in bringing you the latest news
A careful exacting study in %%omen’s inane apparel
and the
in spring chapeaux.
completed end result, a concerto in -Roll out the Barret. Hats no longer sit on one’s
And my advice to you fellow sufferer*, you mourners at Us..
head. They droop, sag. buige, spi- shrine of the sheath .
is wait until next year, and meanwhile gnash
ral to the sky or just straight out. your teeth.

Color is featured prominently,
turquoise, orange ice. sea foam
green and the "splotchy" prints.
If color bothers your eye. there
By BEVERLY REYNOLDS
What has happened to Ivy Lea- is one straw creation that includes
gue fashions? Apparently the "na- spangled dark glasses on its pouttural look" is here to stay. Few ing lower brim.
changes have been made in the Other chic head-toppers to
the sat -on or rainbasic "button and buckle" styles, tempt you
but several new fashions are being ed-on felt, the half egg shell. the
Greta Garbo, the still -in -the-dryworn with them.
er, hut so help me. Iledda. my favFor anyone who may have wor- orite is the canal, turned up back
ried about the effect the new "sack brim draining onto the front platlook" might have on Ivy League, foim.
never fear. Till’re is an Isy League
Run, don’t walk, to your nearest
chemise dress_
hattery.

.1

Roaring 20’s Invade
New Fashion World
By ARLENE PHILLIPS
Shades of the roaring 20’s, we’re
being Invaded by sacks!
Yes, the shapeless new fashion
referred to as "sack" by males
and "chemise" by females is back
again. Ever since Napoleon’s time
the sack dress has popped-up in
the fashion world ever so often.
The 1958 chemise is something
new, though. Most newness centers in the back of the dress. While
the front is usually plain, the back
features belts, bows, pleats, and
even the ivy league buckle.
Most popular color in chemises
seems to be black, but as spring
progresses and women get used
to seeing themselves in sacks, the
colors will probably brighten up
to corals and greens.
No one knows how long this
invasion of sacks will last. As one
girl said, "I hope the sack stays
in style a long time. It’s so comfortablejust like wearing an’
oversized sweatshirt."--- An "oversized sweatshirt" fit for any occasion, that’s the chemise,

elt .
117,:/
goles,g4./
8-eikl, A
41

Look pretty as a picture
m new Spring apparel
carefully selected for you.

butterflies or’
0 white cotton frossetre

The flutter of

iced with
sheath
white boll fringe Pink,
blue or lilac on white.
Sizes 5 to 15, $22.95.
LANZ
to match.

St

II 7.95

Cambria" Park Plaza
14442 Union Avenue

in Beautiful
Cambrian Park

ES7-143.1
Dottniown, 161 South First and Va115 Fair Shopping Canter

,

SAN .10E
Santo Clow at Moil,ct

CV 3

3636

Judie Stoddard seems to be unaware of the puzzled glance being
given her by Gene Tyler. Gene is’nt sure whether or not he likes
Judie’s chemise. Gene’s suit and dudle’s dress may be found at
Roos Bros.
---Sipartafoto by Doug Hill

JOYCEfor On
or Off
Campus

SUNNYVALE
’Tootle St ot NicKmk,./

RE 6-122(1

74 SOUTH FIRST STREET
The HOUSE of

’,1

WES

)0NEWAY 1)

THEY DON T HAVE A NAME
BUT WHAT’S IN A NAME?

C IELZ
Upper Crust Pump

has such a bright (outlook
on life. Tenderly, slenderly,
stroked to Spring’s smartest
shape!

$13.95

Black Patent

PILIcivc.r 0
. . . just for fun! Use ’em pool side,

for beach snoozing, as
410110191

throw pillows or patio pets...

ifEt

they’re noisy but nice!
to

Take

water like o real gone duck!
Four styles as shown of left,

Black. Red,
or Blue
(1’
1.1
:111k:3m

each

a 419

Notions, Lower floor, Son Jose,
Street

Joyce’s shimmer. trimmer and tapered flattie proudly
sport. n tins.
taa..h, and a tlawerlet

Floor, Sunnyvale

Swimmers Emerge Towel
Tr -Meet Victors

Boxing Coverage

John KalamIda will be in Kesto
today through Sunday to eye
Jose State eir
:
torDaily readers first-hand intr.
tool
SIN"!
t,o
at
YellterdY
Pacific
about
the
l’oavt I Mithi
’nation
It.
Tourna- :where the (rash swimmers won a
Inters ollegi al
silent
tri-meet with Mountain View and

CY

P,ij,

2

112 SOUTH 2ND

0111101 Till

0’ 2-1447

AIM FINISTatt DEPARTMENTS
-

58 HILLMAN HUSKY $1835
’58 HILLMAN, Standard Sedan-51895
’58 HILLMAN Deluxe $2100

cppitty
cpeciab

These en, ’iiiviv-way" prices including
fist licens, heter etc.

Open Sundays from 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Large selection of used sporfsters

at

BILL MANDERS foreign cars
Amtbariled Rook.% Dealer
Sahel and Service on all mkes of Forign
Expert Service on Arnaricn Cars

Cars

635 University Avenue, Los Gatos EL

4-2706

"layfet4 el-ega4Afrorn

L AR K’S
(Stan and Isabel Vaughn, Props.)

Between 4th and 5th on Santa Clara Street

HOME-MADE

PIE

Va-ieties Galore

Lunches
Dinner
Snacks

Pies To Take Out

Le Roy’s Restaurant
255 SOUTH SECOND STREET

cpaistait cpeptd

Three Times
In ’Murals In
Home Test
Struebing Sets Point
11-.411Ait I

Washington High Schools.
The Spartans took Washington.
Making Pace With 16
59-27, and whipped the Mountain
View team, 63-23. The (rash team
By HUGH SCOTT
completely dominated the meet
Three torfeit games marred Inexcepting the individual 150 yd.
medley when "Schoolboy" Rowe dependent Intramural League rem
kit Washington High sped into the action last night at Spartan Gym.
winner’s spot.
Touts and 567 Club, both Southern League competitors, relinquinished automatic victories to
undefeated Club 44 43-01 and the
Tartars 11-11. Losses were the
second for 567 Club and third
straight for the Touts in second
half play.

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
K-Q)SPICIAL SlulDtPIT $15
3 MONTHS
watt
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 f SAN FERNANDO

Tossed

Undefeated Central League’s
Kerosene ( lob overcame a 1615 halftime deficit to turn hack
the st
314-24, in the
etening’s lop 110W.
Drever sparked the %%inners to their
tsecond corsecuthe allirmathe
with II points.
The setback evened the Stumblers’ second round slate at 1-1.
In the only Southern League
game played, Baker Hall improved
its record by dumping the Red
Dogs. 51-29. The victory was the
second without a kiss for Baker
Hall, while the Red Dogs suffered
their initial sidetracking in two
starts.
Four players scored in double
figures for the point -happy Baker
Hall aggregation. Roy Struebing
sot the pace with 16 credits, boosting his second half scoring total to
35 points. Carl Vanderveen with
14, Dave Evans with 13 and Jack
June with 10 markers were other
two column contributors.
Today’s Fraternity Slate:
7 p.rn.Sig Eps (I31
ATO
Lambda Cl Alpha (2-2) vs. KA (0-4).
11 p.m.Phi Sig. (0.4) vs. DU (4-0):
PiKA (4-0) vs. Delta Sig; (4-0).
Chi
9 p.m.
SAE 11.3) vs. Tludd
(3-I): Thea Xi (2-2) vs. Sigma Na

SPORTS EDITOR

11thi t

Hoping to make it two wins in five hits to his credit and right
a row. San Jose State’s frosh base- fielder Jim Pusateri has four to
JOHN SALAMIDA
ball team will take to the road to lead the SJS batmen
I Iiiirsiiay, Marels AO. 195A meet San Jose JC today at 3:15.
Coach, Warren Fraleigh’s squad
shut oat Campbell High School
1
last ’Thursday, 11-0. In its first
AMA
two games of the season, the frosh
nine lost to Menlo JC. 7-5, and
WORM
was derailed by Hartnell College,
WHAT KIND?
15-3.
John Galvan, first baseman has

Spartan Track Team
To Tackle Gauchos

:21.2. running "under wrap..,"
as Winter explained it "because
the weather was so terrible I
feared he might come up with
an injury if he pushed too hard."
Santa Barbara will be compet-

BUD WINTER
. SJS Track Mentor

A "HIT"

We Giver Thm

with College Men . . .

SLACKS

.

.

.

.

$39.50 to $55

$15.95 too $23.95

,

SAN JOSE

It’s Good
Strategy
Flowers
to send
\lake
"I ent.tian
"."1

Spritiminie"
this years
Prom the

hest of all
Send a corsage from
Ed Eby Florist

CY 2-5824

mosher s

WE GIVE
"SSW GREEN STAMPS

ROSINQUIST
& KING
16 and SANTA CLARA

SERVICE

CY S 9920

JOIN
SILVER CLUB PLAN
for
only

334

Per rek pc,
place sollorv

Choose horn OW* than 150 pollens, of
Nol.onotly known Norsiellrands of ...

NATURAL LOOK CLASSICS
IN WASHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHTS

29.95

DACRON AND COTTON, DACRON AND WOOL
DACRON AND ORLON

SILVER

Also browse through our large selection
dark tones
of lightweight sport coats
a

or

TOM ploc

setting.

COME IN --LIST YOUR
PATTERN IN OUR
SILVER REGISTRY
TODAY!

SANTA CLARA AT SECOND
SINCE 1925

from

FREE!

CHESTrt0,

1.

DOWNTOWN

Ed Eby Florist
525 E. Santa Clara

Expert Service
Lubrication
Shell Gasoline

with

4,,re tcv,I9;\
.

CYpress 7-3640

SUITS

.4 must in the uyirdrobe of the
oell.drossed r kg.. man
.

257 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Get Your Auto Ready

Finest fabrics, tailored for double duty

SPORT COATS

20% DISCOUNT
WITH ASII CARD

Frosh Racquetmen
Eye Jaycee in

SILVERWARE
CRYSTAL-CHINA

Our coordinated sport (oats and Shirks
by 1 he Famous Makers . .
ROUGH RIDER, kING‘4i1DGE and
TIMEIN CLOTHE --

.pecially designed
for tlie wonderful
worm days to cnme.

Diamond Club Faces
Santa Clara Broncs

California
Judo Teams
Top Slate

Augustine is a third degree
black belt holder and will participate in the 180 lb. class. Stuefloten and Watanabe are both
first degree black belt holders and
have taken the spots vacated by
the injured Roy Kimura and
George Uchida.
Smith is a first degree brown
belt judoist who has taken over
the starting position from injured
Jack Norton. Stan Svensen, a
heavyweight like Smith, is a Second degree brown belt retainer
and is aiding in place of Ben
Campbell.
Smith and Svensen will take the
trip to Chicago to back up Campbell and Augustine in the heavyweight nationals. Campbell is unable to compete in Saturday’s
matches as he injured his knee
recently hut should be in shape for
the finals on the 12th and 13th
of April.
-There are 285 doors in Centennial Hall.
"SAN" Graan Stmps

Special Spring Cut

San Jose State’s track team.
Norton. in only his third year
with a solid 68-63 victory over of c petilise racing, hit :09.4
California last Saturday at Berk- against Cal to espial his best of
eley, opens its home season Satur- all time in the 1110. Technical inday at Spartan Field at 2 p.m. str
nits recorded a se%en mile
hut obserservi inagainst the U. of California at aiding it
Santa Barbara,
misted the heavy condition of a
Coach Bud Winter’s Spartans, rain -saturated track more than
paced by sprinter Ray Norton and offset the gusty and chill afterhis new "hydromatic" start, also noon blasts at Norton’s hack.
beat Cal and the Santa Clara ValWinter attributed Norton’s great .
ley Youth Villag,. in a triangular early season performance to a newa
meet held at the Berkeley track. start. Previously, Norton, according to Winter, has "broken from
the blocks like a jet, then visibly
stumbled after a few strides as he
shifted into a faster gear. We’ve
been working hard on his start ,
and Saturday it was perfect. He I
still shot out like a jet, but moved
into his top speed without any
"shift" or jerky motion."... hence
the "hydramatic" start.
Cal’s Willie White took secotid
.n the 100, but two San Jose stalwarts romped in thirdGarfi,’,I
Finley, fourth- Bob Brooks. Both
were timed in :09.8.
Norton also took the 220 In

ing in its second meet of the season, having polished off Long
Beach State, 83-48, earlier this
month.
Leading the Gauchos will be Bill
Collins, who has run the mile in
4:10.5 and the 880 in 1:56; Don
Kelliher, who has all time bests of
s ’oach Ed Sobczak’s Spartan
210 in the javelin and ON in the
baseball club, with its season re-1
shot put; and- pole vaulter Gates
cord standing at two wins Fnd I
four losses, squares-off with Santa I Foss’ who has ’ cleared 13-7. .
Clara tomorrow at 3 p.m. on the
Bronco’s diamond.
The San Jose State squad faces college of Pacific Saturday afternoon, meeting the Bengals in ’
San Josc State’, t eshrnan ten-1
from a doubleheader at Municipal StaSeeral top entries
throughout California will be pres- dium. First game is slated to get nis team, which has split in two’
’matches this season. challenges ,
ent in the judo matches to be held under way at 1 o’clock.
Ron Roe spun a two hitter and Stockton College Tuesday at 2:30 ’
Saturday in Stiarlan Gym.
shortstop Bob Krail rapped three p.m. on the Spartan courts.
The ’QS contingent alIt be
hits to spark SJS to a 7-3 win over
Coach Butch Krikorian’s yearAugustine.
of
composed
Sacramento State in last Tues- lings have toppled San Jose J.C.
Larry Stuefloten. Howard %%aday’s outing. The locals collected 7-1 and tripped before San Mateo
tanabe, Steve Svensen and Lar10 hits off three hurlers in bag- J.C. by the same count in action
ry smith. Coach vmm tiImid
log the triumph.
to date.
I. look;ng to th: quintet to retain the Northern California
championship crown the Spartans won last year.

Fresh Nine Invades SJJC

Short

Sleeve

Dress Shirts

Narrow Repp & Challies Ties

mosher’s for men

121 SOUTH FOURTH (Down the Alley)
*..

In PCI Event

Spartan

Boxers See Tourney Action

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Draw Last Year

Swimmers Meet COP Here;
Spartans Eye Second Win
By HUGH SCOTT

KC Co-champion
Cal Basketballers
Close 19-9 Season
BERKELEY --- California’s surprising basketball team, Pacific
Coast Conference co-champions
and finalists in the NCAA Western Regional championships, closed the 1957-58 season with a 19-9
record.
Capt. Earl Robinson, who closed
out a brilliant athletic career at
California by signing a major
league baseball contract with the
Los Angeles Dodgers Monday,
wound up as the fifth highest
scorer in California University history.
Robinson’s four-year total is
1039 points, which moves him
ahead of Chuck Hanger (1032),
Bob Matheny (883), and John
Ricksen (854). Robinson started
the 1957-58 season seventh on the
Bears’ all-time scoring list. The
four players ahead of him are Bob
McKeen (1654), Bill Hagler
(1274), Andy Wolfe (1181), and
Larry Friend (1061).
Don McIntosh, Cat’s senior center, led the Bears in all offensive
departments for the past season.
He topped all Bears in field goal
percentage (41.7%), free throw
percentage (78.7%), rebo unds
(224), and scoring (328).

By JOHN
s PA RT.% N DA I !.1.-7
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San Jose State’s varsity swim
club seeks its second win of the
season this afternoon when the
mermen of Coach Tom O’Neill
play host to College of the Pa.
cific.
Initial events are scheduled to
get under way at 3:30 in the local’s pool.
Spartan swimmers will enter
action with a record of one victory and two setbacks. Most
recent opponent was Cal, which
posted a 49-37 affirmative here
March 14.
Freestyle ace Art Lambert will
lead the SJS aqua delegation.
Lambert raced to twin victories
in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle
events against Cal.

HIGH MARKS
Lambert’s list of season high
marks includes a fourth place finish in the men’s 100-yard freestyle
in the second annual AAU open
meet conducted here March 1.
Expected to score heavily in
diving competition are Ron Riley and Johnny Johnson. Riley
placed fourth among men (biers
at the AAU meet. Roth contributed to the losing Spartan
cause against Cal.
Other proteges of O’Neill who
should see aetion include Bill Auginstien, middle’ distance; Tom
Macedo, backstroke; Harvey Corvin, Hart Rumbolz and Rich Donner, backstroke; Jim Watts and
Dale Anderson, freestyle.
Anderson, another AAU competitor, closely followed Lambert
in the men’s 100-yard freestyle.
Anderson’s clocking of :54.6 was
two -tenths of a second slower and
spelled a fifth place finish.
COP is coached by Chris
Kjeldsen. The Tigers recently
scored an overwhelming 78-8
Di
ph over St. Mary’s. Arden
By LEO H. PEI CRSEN
Hills Swim Club of Sacramento
earlier recorded a 46-37 verdict
United Press Sports Editor
over the Gaels.
BRADENTON, FLA., (UP)
The Tigers are not without
The lVfliwaukre Braves appear to
have what it takes to win the Na- strength in freestyle events. Ed
Hinshaw is the Bengal pacemaker
tional League pennant again.
They have the pitching and with season’s bests of 2:14.5 in the
the combination 220-yard freestyle and 5:02.3 for
the power
which in 1957 carried them to twice that distance.
the world’s championship. They SMITH REGULAR
seem to have the right balance
Another stalwart is Don Smith.
of veterans and youngsters, and Smith has churned 50 yards in
unlike so many championship freestyle fashion in 23.7 seconds.
clubs, they didn’t stand pat durScoring this afternoon Is exing the off-season.
pected to be balanced. In last
While refusing to come right year’s dual meet, San dose and
out and predict a pennant, Fred St. Mary’s deadlocked 4343.
Haney, manager, calls his pitching
San Jose’s freshman swimming
depth the "best in the league"
team will engage Stockton J.C. In
and claims such stars as Hank
a dual meet in conjunction with
Aaron, Eddie Mathews and Wes
the varsity affair.
Covington, one of the Braves’
Following today’s match, seven
world series heroes, "have yet to
dual meets will remain on the
reach their potential."
Spartan varsity’s schedule. Next
The only position on the club
in the datebook is the University
which isn’t set is right field. With
of Arizona at Tucson April 2.
Rill Bruton on the doubtful list
Other opponents include Tucson
because of knee trouble, Aaron,
San Franthe league’s home run and runs- YMCA. Arizona State,
batted -in king with 44 and 132, cisco State. Arden Hills, Fresno
respectively, will shift to center. State and Cal Aggies.

PCC Basketball
All-League Squad

RENO, NEV.
Faced with the
task of stopping some of the top
collegiate boxers in the nation,

San Jose State boxers see action
tonight as the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Tournament geh unLOS ANGELES kUP) -- Four
derway in the University of Nevaseniors and a junior were named
da Gym.
to the Pacific Coast Conference’s
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartan
Basketball
Coaches AllLeague
riflemen will vie with 14 other
Squad.
Pacific Coast teams for championThe first stringers were:
ship honors. The SJS squad came
Dave Gambee of Oregon State, up with a second place finish last
Gary Simmons of Idaho, Doug season and hopes to jump into the
Smart of Washington. Charlie top spOt this year.
National champion Idaho State,
Franklin of Oregon and Don McIntosh of California. All but whom the Spartans exchanged
Franklin and McIntosh were wins with this season, is defending
unanimous choices. Smart was the champion. The Bengals will have
only a small contingent at the
only junior.

Unveiling Tomorrow
For SJS Golfers
The unveiling of San Jose
State’s varsity golf team will take
place at the San Jose Country
Club when the golfers open the
’58 season tomorrow against Cal
Poly.
Monday, the SJS linksters will
take on Santa Clara’s Broncos.
This match will also be at the
SJJC.
Coach Walt McPherson lists Eddie Duino as the top golfer on
the SJS squad. Minn, whose father is the pro at the San Jose Country Club, is the only returning
letterman on the Spartan roster.
Three returnees from the 1957
SJS squad on the learn this
year are Stan Giddings and brothers Don and Jack Samuelson. Last
season’s squad finished the 1957
edition of the NCAA Tournament
In seventh place.
The Spartans were led by Ernie George who reached the quarter-finals in the NCAA’s. George
was graduated in January.
Also on this season’s team are
Harvey Kohs, Jack 1.:,zeti, Bill
West, Keith Rockwell, Lob Gooby
and Leonard Whitlock.

and Archie
meet, since they have a dual meet Camilleri, 178-lbs
Milton, heirs yweight.
also scheduled this weekend.
Don Adams is the top pros.
Preliminary bouts will he held
poet from Cal Poly chile Sactonight. uith semi-final matches
riunento State has two glitterslated tor Friday night. The fiing battlers in scrapper Teri,
nal bouts, uhich are espected
Smith and NCAA champ Jim
to iiroiide plent of action, will
Flood. Dick Rall, also an NCAA
be field Saturday night.
champ. paces the 11.4khington
Along with SJS and ’SC, other
State entries.
powerful teams in the running for
Nick Spanakos. a 119 -pounder, is
the crown are Cal Poly, Washing. a top contender from College of
ton State, College of Idaho. and Idaho. Idaho State is bolstered
by five national champions. BenSacramiento State.
gal boxers holding national titles
Carrying Spartan colors in the are Dave Abeyta. Bill Haynes. Ron
open &vision are the following: Rail, Dale Leatham, and Harold
T. C. Chung, 112-lbs.; Bob Tafoya, Espy.
119-lbs.; Nick Akan’s, 125-lbs.;
Akana. the Spartan’s speedy 125
Dave Nelson, 132-lbs.: %Pekin -pounder, is a defending PCI
Stroud, 139-lbs.; Stu Rubine, 147. champ. The hard-hitting little
lbs.; Jack Coolidge, 165-lbs.; Russ boxer defeated Dick Rall to win

the 132-lb title last season. Stroud
and team -captain Rubine won run! nor -up spots in the 1957 test.
In the dual action Ibis season, the SJS gang turned back
! Cal Poly twice, Ciunp Pendleton
Mariam, Wisconsin. University
of Neu ada,, and Idaho State.
Michigan State deadlocked the
&IS team, aline Idaho reversed
the earlier derision.
Chung and Tal..ya are the only,.
unbeaten SJS boxers in the rugged
open diision. (*hung has won
two matches. chile Tafoya has
nabbed three.
Jerry Ford. 139-11)s and Frank
Castillo, 125-lbs. both from SJS,
will compete in the novice division
of the meet. This year marks the
first time a novice division will
be included in the PCI meet.

translates the latest
Paris sensation into the
most wonderful, wearable
silhouette for Spring:
It’s the chemise...with
a relaxed shaping that
subtly by-passes the
waist. Don’t let them

Braves Loom
Top Choice
To Nab Title

Covington will play left.
"It might be we will have to
make a deal," Haney says, "but
you know that not many teams
want to trade with the club on
top."
As matters stand now, Bob
Beale, who cams up to ’he club
last season when Bruton was
hurt and hit .403 in 41 lpunes
with the Braves, has the Inside
track for the third outfield
berth. John Demerit, the former
Wisconsin star for whom the
Braves paid a $75.000 bonus, is
getting a good look. But on the
basis of the .147 he lalt in 3$
games with the team last season, it looks like he will be sent
out for experience.
Ray Shearer, who hit .316 at
Wichita last season, also is getting a shot at the job and the
veteran Andy Pafko will be
around for utility duty.
Haney may platoon first base
this year. using big Joe Adcock
when a left-hander pitches against
the Braves and the better-fielding
Frank Torre when a rightle goes
against them.
The rest of the Infield will
have veteran Red Schnendienst
at second, Johnny Logan at
short and Mat hews at third.
The Bras .’s started to click buit
season when they acquit’s:4
tichoendienat on June 13.

SALAMIDA

call It a sack: It’s not;
It’s carefully shaped to
flatter, not accentuate
your figure: And with
It’s many variations...
the straight line, the
real or pretend twopiece, the back interest
...there’s one for you!
You’ll be wearing them
everywhere from the most
sophisticated party to
the most casual class.
Roos has them all: the
See your campus Rep.
Bill Moore

feather -light wools, the
bright linens, the gay

Bill Young
cottons, the care -free
Doug Miller
Sherry Robinon

blends. Lven your favorite
roll sleeve cotton shirt dress has become a chemise:
Sketched Is a linen -y
spun rayon, 25.95. And

;5 thSilape
watch those hems: The
chemist looks best with
shorter skirts:

r.

S. Although most styles

come with a belt, only
a coward would wear one.

FIRST and SANTA CLARA

--11111

Ii..111PARTATDAILY

SJS Fraternities Plan ’Prominent Colors of Red, White and Blue
Featured in This Spring’s Fashion World
Full Social Calendar

Thrirsdav farrfi 70, 196i8

CATCH!

By MELINDA MAriON

. AWL% TAt.
tnETA XI
Plans are now underway for the
Jack Wise is the newly elected
Annual Mot her’s Club Dinner- officer of the spring semester
Dance which will be held April 19
pledge class. other officers include
at the Women’s Club,
Mickey Pierce, secretary treasurer
, DELTA UPSILON
and Dick Daybell, project chairTomorrow an informal bike man.
riding exchange will be held with
Kappa Alpha, Delta Gamma and
Alpha Phi,
LAMKIA CIII ALPHA
Hank (k-sea’ has been elected
president of the spring semester
pledge class. Joe Englesman is
%ice president and Fred Roettiger
is secretary treasurer.

Fashions For Men
Include Changes
To Darker Shades

Along comes Spring anal with it
comes tailor in Fashions.
As is to be expected, this Spring
has brought with it the Usual
shades of pink, blue, yellow and
green. These colors are partially
being put away with the winter
clothes in favor of the new revolution in spring colors.
-Old Glors" has been brought
out in the spring fashions, as many
of the latest styles are featured in

red, white and blue. The chemise,
in particular, sports the colors of
our country in bold stripes and
trim. For the basic wardrobe detachable collars are available in
these bright colors. Shoes. handbags and gloves are also available in this same trim.

Gay flowers blossom from the
blues, greens, reds, yellows and
oranges. These flowering prints
feature many shades of the same
MOM Blue and red are particu-

Chemise Makes Debut
In Swim Suit Fashions

Be among the happy women who will experience
she thrill of weariug new diamond creations in
April( This is the diamond birthstone woodl
and at s the time June brides announce their
engagements... in alb dousonal ring on pile)!
Choose from Proctor.; spring garden of true
masterpieces! Groom’s rings Art available, WO,
mantling all die (Imam show a ao burry MI

ADRIENNE

1250.
at

ION Tilt

MADEMOISELLE

$350

fOil In( SET
WHEN IT COMES TO

DIAMONDS
VOULL DO BEST AT

s450

$375

FOR Tla: SET

FOR THE L’ET

The companion piece is an
upper called "Tankard." Together,
these set the clock about 60 years,
and the effect is startling.
Vieing for honor of the most
unusual spring fashion is a new
line of shirts made of burlap material, like feed and grain is
wrapped. A belt made of burlap
completes the set.

The class will begin after Easter
vacation.
"although the tryouts are a
month and a half assay, the girls
intending to try nut should begin thinking about coming to
Rally ( tonmit tee, since 1.10111 girl
nitist be a member in order to
run:* said Dase Towle, vice
chairman of Rally Committee.
A girl may become a member
by spending 20 hours either doing
Rally Committee work or by attending Rally Committee and subcommittee meetings. Girls who
were members last semester must
spend 1(1 hours.
All girls running must also he
scholaatleally in clear standing.
The tryouts will be conducted
differently this year than thev
have been in previous years. Not
only will all the girls attend Miss
Sandell’s song girl school. but they
will also use the same song and do
the same routine. They must try
out in pairs. On the first day, the
entire Rally Committee will vote,
picking the top 12. On Friday a
committee composed of song girls
and yall leaders from other colleges and universities will make
the final choice.

Designer Dubs
Chemise Styles
’Stuffed Sausage’
HOLLYWOOD, (UP)
Orry.
Kelly is one Hollywood designer
oho refuses to call the chemise a
-sack."
He’s got a better term for the
fashion which has had more comment than the last three "looks"
combined.
"I call it the stuffed sausage
look," the frank designer said.
"And there’s really little danger
in it."
"It’s getting the people ready
for something better," he said
"It’s the forerunner of a very simple good design.

BUY ON CONVENIENT TERMS

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

The new ictea in swim suits is
a thing called the "Great John L."
This suit is an elastic, form -fitting
suit that reaches to the knees. It
comes equipped with a wide canvas belt, and can be had in stripes.

A ilcw Class rs II son be offered at SJS, according to Carol
Sandell, head song girl.
The class, in which Miss Sandell
Will instruct, will teach prospective
SJS song girls the steps, routines
and songs in preparation for the
song girl tryouts, which will be
held on May 7 and 9.

PROCTOR’S

VIRGINIA

SANDRA

BEST-DRESSED COED

New Class Planned
To Help Prepare
Song Girl Tryouts

tarty illustrative of the many tints
imaginable.
Those who wish a mixture of
pigments should pay particular at.
tention to the prints sponsoring a
mixture of either green and yellow, or orange and yellow. These
prints prove to be that sharp note
for that gay occasion.
What about the shoes? It is pos.
Bible to have shoes in the same
print as the dress, or they may he
coordinated with one of the colors
of the print.

See This Spring Bouquet
of Magnificent Diamonds!

By DAVID ELLIOTT

PI KAPPA ALPHA
While the chemise has been getBrookdale Lodge will be the
scene of the annual Fireman’s ting all the attention this year, the
Ball this Saturday evening The style centers in the East have
1958 Dream Girl will be crowned been quietly grinding out fodder
Otirane Niedina and John Salamida appear to hale f
d a sure
to fill the wardrobe of the man of
cure for spring fever. The sun", out: the ssater’s norm: and the
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
the house.
pair: nearing bathing suits from hart’s Department Store: are enPhi Sigs will host the brothers
Some things to look for in men’s
joylug a game of volleyball.
photo by Doug Hill.
of Alpha Omega, local fraternity’
fashions are brass buttons on
from San Mateo Junior College.
and their dates this Saturday. sport coats, a new necktie called
Following a trip to Ming Quong the ’’Challi", and more fantastic
lforne, they will hold a beach party beachwear than you can shake a
at Santa Cruz.
surfboard at,
Men’s sport coats are running
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SAEs celebrated their 102nd an- to darker tones and olives, made
niversary at a Founder’s Day Ban- in the blazer style with brass butitself also will he one of the "new quet Monday evening at the Sainte tons up the tront. They are very
By BUNNY ROBINSON
Claire Hotel. Guest speaker was lightweight this spring with some
Summer is coming, and for most looks" in bathing apparel.
Lastex will be as good as usual Ronald Button, California state weighing in at 8’2 ounces.
collegiate lasses this means a new
bathing suit. Whether or not one in the fabric line, and last sum- treasurer.
Suits are darker in tone also,
swims, a "swimsuit" has become mer’s wool knit is predicted to
featuring such colors as "Midnight
SIGMA CHI
a necessary part of the summer make an even bigger hit this year.
Blue.’ "Char Brown," and Olive.
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi for
wardrobe.
Petite poin t, frequently in a 1958 will be crowned at the an- Dacron and Wool are the winning
A quick glance in the crystal small flower design, is also one of
combination this spring.
ball of fashion reveals that this the innovations of the times. The nual Sweetheart Dance to be held
Saturday
night
this
at
Sari
Jose
For those of you who cringe at
season’s creations will blossom out bold plaid is still very popular.
Country Club,
the sight of buckles, take heart.
in pastel colors and large prints.
But, the most interesting adA new back pocket, covered with
Straps will be very acceptable and
suits will generally be lower cut dition of the new season, and
A nurse or some other member a flap, is destined to dethrone the
probably the most inevitable, is
buckle-in -the -back fashion.
in the back.
of the Health Department is prothe debut of the two-piece chemise
Beachwear of every description
Little boy shorts, one of last bathing suit. Often hailed for its vided for free consultation from
year’s popular styles, will be back versatility, the chemise is evident- 8 a.m. to 5 p.m, on school days by is going to be spilling over the
counters of men’s stores before
in vogue this year. But the really ly out to prove the point.
the College Health Service.
long. Concerning pants, you can
new twist is the addition of a
buy (depends on length) Beachers.
short skirt in front. The skirt
Surfers, Walking Shorts, and Bike
Shorts, The Bike Shorts have six
pockets, handy for packing a lunch.

I
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Carol Bartlett smiles happily after learning that she has been
chosen Best - Dressed t.irl on the San Jose State (1111111)111.1. Carol. a
blue-eyed reddish blonde who is a member of (*hi Omega sorority,
was selected through ballots which appeared in The Spartan Daily.
She oill he entered in the contest Glamour magazine is sponsoring
to find the In liest-dresscd coeds on College campuses.
Spartafoto

chooses

Atlirey

ci /tio/y)

BACK BACK ROOM
Informal and Formal
Wedding Dresses
from $19.95
11.;drional.1 Units ;it Stock
Fill In teith at tutu fotisal front ...

fludrey,41
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
1,,t and Marliet

Cash

PURE COTTON BEWITCHERY

PURE KNIT CHEMISERIE

S.

CV 4-4368
Lay AwayCharge

AM To be caught in the mad, mad v.11.r1 -1
a wonderfully carefree way with
a one piece fan, or go strictly
be just what your wardrobe (and
I pc. in blarl, or white, 2 pr. in

_

the chemise . . . and in such
our versatile natty nits! Whether you he
for duos, these are sure to
the budget) ordered!
black or navy with white 7 15.

8.98
H,s!n’s Young Caiifornion Shop, second floor

-3.11.-11,,........^.---"-,,,,T.111.111111.1111".
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Spartans Seek Pleasure Spots With Spring Underway
Water Ski Enthusiasts
Prepare for Summer
By BOB PETERSON
As snow melts from mountain
tops and the water trickles down
to fill up the many rivers and
strP11.1104, it carries with it the
approach of America’s fastest
growing summer sport. Water
skiing is here again.
Imagine yourself skimming
across the surface of the water
at 40 mph with the clean refreshing air blowing through
your hair and the spray of water
flying from your aide.
You can dance across the ripples
of the water, you can cut around
a slalom court* or you can slide
over a ski jump and soar through
the air.
’VeSTEST GROWING SPORT
At the 1957 National Water Ski
Tournament held at San Diego.
The American Water Ski Assn. announced; "Boating is the fastest
growing sport in America today."
Santa Clara County is a typical esample of the growth of
skiing. Sam Borges. head of the
%%lister ski division of the Santa
Clara %alley Powerboat Assn.
st efts] recently. "The t remendous
growth of water skiing can be
attributed to modern, light
weight boats
oith
Increased
horsepower, which have traitsformed skiing from a rich man’a
sport to a poor man’s sport."
have
yet to
Borges added, I
find It spurt like water skiing
where the a hole flintily, young
and old, can participate.
On March 6. the Santa Clara
County Water Safety Committee
held a meeting at which recommended zoning was approved for
Anderson, Lexington. Colero, and
Coyote reservoirs.

TO ISSUE PAMPHLETS
Borges explained that through
the approved zoning, the reservoirs
will be open to the public and pamphlet:4 with maps and safety rules
Will be issued to all boaters. "Signs
will also be posted at these boating
areas to warn of swimming areas
and unlimited skiing areas." added
Borges. Borges commented that a
jump and slalom course will be
located on one of the reservoirs
and will be open to the public.
Along the coast of California,
or on the inland waterways, skiing is enjoyed by thousands of
people. Because of this popularity, competition adds to the incentive of siding.
According to Vi’ally Juchert, SJS
fall semester snow Ski Club president. and 1955 Soda Bay junior
water ski champion, "In a tournament, skiers compete in junior girl,
women, junior boy, men, and veteran classes. The three competitive events are jumping, slalom
and tricks." Juchert added that the
overall winner of each class is
chosen on the basis of the total
number of points accumulated in
the events.
As the days grow longer and the
temperature warmer, you too may
find yourself joining the ranks of
water skiing.

from

G R ET A’S
FLOWER BASKET
36 E. San AntonioCY 3.7150

Chairmen Select Semester Officers
The
I .011111:1
i.
l.011 T111.%
;i1
IFC represenative:
:4,orority Social Chairmen, con- and Betty Jo Oyster. Panhellenic
. sisting of the social chairmen from representative.
the various fraternities and sororRobert Baron, activities counciities on the SJS campus, elected lor is the ads bier for the counnew officers for the spring sem- cil.
esiter recently.
The purpose of the council, tieOfficers are Richard Cost. chair- comling to Baron. "is to promote

man; Gabby Lester, vice-chair- cooperation iti social functions
man; Karen Brooks, secretary: I bewrem Ater-notes and sororities."
-----------

HOUR SHOE STORE
I 63 S. FIRST STREET

Open Mon

Don’t throw
your money
away when
you rent a
typewriter!

-r.
The coupon below’
will enable you
to
Choose your
favorite brand

OWN ANY TYPEWRITER
BUY ON TIME . . .
FREE OF INTEREST
10 TIMES THE FREE SERVICE
TIME
PAY FOR IT ONLY ONCE
EVERY 3 MONTHS
COME IN TODAY TO OBTAIN THE DETAILS ON THE
ONLY OFFER OF ITS KIND IN CALIFORNIA

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. SAN FERNANDO INexf door fo Calif. look Store)
CYpress 3-5283

Thurs. ’Til 9

4 CAPS GIVEN FREE. Just for telling why
you like New Pedwin Squires.

SUMMERTIME, SWEET SUMMERTIME!
Towering trees, green grass, a picnic lunch, anti the
latest cops 01 Playboy. Recession or not, Sandra
Voting and ferry Thornley haven’t a care In the

pedwm*
SQUIRES

ttorldtor is while anyway. Picnic today, santa
Urn, net tieek, and maybe some water skiing later
on. Whatta life!
Photo ho
Ti,ler.

111:1,,IITISFO

NEW LOOK
styled slimmer, lower
NEW FEEL
richest lightweight custom
leathers

The more adventurous ones,
who have hail their surfboards
for more than three months, are
often wont to ply their skills
at Steamer’s Lane. This Is a
place to strike terror in t h e
heart of one who claims no agility on the long, slick hoards. The
breakers that bust thentsches
at Steamer’s Lane are Will:Illy
Immense, eirere together and hard
to handle.
For those who are more at home
on the beach, there is the pleasant
sport of volleyball. This game is
best played with mixed sexes, and
offers no end of enjoyment. I contend that it is every bit as healthful and invigorating as steering a
surfboard to a watery grave off
Steamer’s Lane.
TWIN LAKES BEACH
Farther down the shoreline from
Steamer’s is a place called Twin
Lakes Beach, This name has always been a puzzle to me. There
is not a lake in sight ... just all
kinds of ocean. But there must be
a reason for it all, maybe the natives know.
Anyway. Twin Lakes Reach is
an excellent plate to practice a
sport known as "body surfing."
This is a sort of surfboarding
that is stilt iii for those trio poor
In support a iirt hoard. In this
activity, there is nothing betoeen
you and the %tater but a bathing
suit.

To play, all you do is make your
way out to where the waves are
breaking. You wait until a breaker is hovering over your head,
then you swim like crazy for the
beach. Before you get very far,
the breaker catches up with you
and the rest of the trip to the
beach Is a free ride, at the expense of the Pacific Ocean. You
have to take care, however, or you
may wish you had walked.
MISTIMING
MISFORTUNE
Fortunately, the waves at Twin
Lakes Beach tare longer and lower than the monsters at Steamer’s
Lane, but this is small consolation if you get dragged and rolled
across the bottom because of faulty
timing. They call it sport. I don t
know.
For those who are 1.% en less
adventurous. there is an
ment park located midiiiij Is’ in esti these tu it IWAC.Ii#,. Here
you eon perel the das getting
respectliblj son-titirited, u,r Ini)lug artificial thrills on all sorts
of rides. The roller emister I here
Is reputed te
hetter than the
one that user, to he sported by
Playland, in Man Francisco.
1
You may take gas fermi V.,11T
friends for spending :11
like this, het in ’tome mitlaes
has more appeal than thrashing

Is

LIFE

of Highway 17 t lirough the Santa
the place looks more like a Student I around in the water.
By DAVID ELLIOTT
There ftre some who go to Santa Cruz mountains, But your reasons
Body meeting than anything else.
It’s spring, and a young man’s
But a closer look at the surfboards, Cruz Just to push their sports cars for going aren’t really important.
fancy lightly turns . . . and so
. that’s the thing.
beer cans, and half-clad bodies will over the road racing-type contours Just going
on. Here at San Jose State, a
dispel this illusion.
young man’s turning fancy is more
than likely to include the beach MANY -REACHED THING
There are many beaches, with
at Santa Cruz.
One of the nicer things connect- as many titles, to be found along
ed with this time of the year is the front side of Santa Cruz. But
traveling. Since this page is de- the College Set seems to prefer the
voted to a look at that past -time, above-mentioned Cowell Beach.

For the small Investment of
43 nilnittes’ time, you can reap
a big return In fun and enjoyment. Sotnetimes such easily afforded pleasure inflicts a heavy
toll on the harder-earned rewards of Education. But that
tan be chalked off to Youth,
Rising Sap and Poppies in the
Hine.
The casual visitor to Santa Cruz
might be amazed to see the aggregation that calls Cowell beach
its home. On most any week -end,

8.

Win a new
MG A sports car

Springtime, Santa Cruz Make Winning Pair

It is no more than fitting that
some mention be made of Santa
Cruz, that pleasant place just over
the hill from San Jose.

SHE’LL LOVE
FLOWERS

I

NEW VALUE
nothing like ’ern within
miles of $
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Come in for your
FREE ENTRY BLANK

LOOK HOW EASY IT IS
TO ENTER!
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NOTHING TO BUY! Just come ;n . . . look over
the new PEDWIN SQUIRES SHOES ... and pick
up your official entry blank at your Pedwin
Dealers. Open to men and women.
BUT HURRY! Contest ends at midnight, April 15.
Results of national judging will be announced
about April 30. If your entry wins ... A BEAUTIFUL MGA WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOUR
DOOR.

Know the answer .
What’s an eight-letter word which
reminds you of good taste, sparkle, lift?
The answer’s easyCoca-Cola of
course. No puzzle about why it’s so
popular.... no other sparkling drink
gives you so much good taste, so
much satisfaction. Yes, when you’re
looking for refreshment,
the answer’s always Coke!

EXTRA! Free MGA car prints as a bonus for
entering. You will receive free, a beautiful
colored print of the MGA suitable for framing.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

HOUR
SHOE STORE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING

Akb–tiiih,
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BANK of CALIFORNIA
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USE OUR "THRIFTICHECK" PLAN
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O.T. Club Prepares
Bar-B-O Campout;
Trip Forms Needed

SONG GIRL TEACHER

’New’ Shoe Styles
From Roaring 20’s
Join Spring Scene

Plans for the annual Occupational Therapy Club Bar -B-Q campout, to be held May 17-18, are being completed, according to Vern
Hill, president of the club.

fly CATHIE TREAGLE
Styles from the 20s are bark
with the proverbial roa r th.Location will be at the Crippled
spring, dominating the contemporary fashion scene in all phases
Children’s Camp near Campbell
including the hooter) business.
where facilities for camping and
Narrow reels and pointed toes,
swimming are available.
reminiscent of the flapper era. are
Hill has requested that those
again on the best seller list for
persons who are planning to atboth casual and dressy shoes, actend should obtain survey sheets
cording to San Jose retailers.
containing additional information.
New trends this season include
The sheets available in 1372 are
more sharply pointed toes and
to be filled out whether the stuhigher cut vamps,
dent is expecting to take the trip
Another innovation is the Pastes
or not, Hill reported.
print shoe. The gay floral- pat
terned material will also be used
Meanwhile. the 0.T. Departfor matching purses which are
ment has requested that all O.T.
much larger this spring.
majors who have not filed a "perBlack patent leather is the premit for approved trip" come to
dicted leader in color choice this
1372 and pick up a form. No stuspring followed closely by tradent will be premitted to go on
ditional white.
any field trip unless this form is
Downtown retailers report red.
filed. If the student is a minor,
too, will be an important spring
the form must be signed by a
the
new,
brightparticularly
color,
parent or guardian The O.T. DeSOP
fir
er shade tabbed as "red shoe red"
partment requests this form be
Carol Sandell displays some of the pom-pom weaving techniques
by Vogue last month.
obtained this week.
teach girls trying out for SJS song girl positions. She will
she
will
A brief run-down on other highbegin the school in April for all girls interested in trying out.
lights of current shoe styles finds
Spart &foto
the Chemise -T-strap, with its
PATRONIZI YOUR
pointed toe and open heel design,
ADVERTISERS
described as a perfect accessory
for the sack look. Saddle oxfords
in a wide range of colors represent another newcomer to the ’58
fashion scheme.
Favorities from past seasons
SJS chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, national honorary industrial arts
slated for return engagement,
fraternity, and the Industrial Arts Department will hold a two day’
this year are flats and heels in
celebration of the fraternity’s 20th anniversary on campus on March
pastel colors and open sandels in
28-29.
both casual and dressy versions.
Highlights of the event will be presentation of the fraternity
awards to fall semester winners, initiation of neophytes, a special I
guided four through the Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory, a banquet
wand an IA Department open house.

IA Honorary Frat, Department
To Hold Two Day Celebration

Labor Meet Will Be In San Jose
The second annual Labor Cutiference will be presented Tuesday
at the Hotel DeAnza by the Institute of Industrial Relations of
SJS, in cooperation with the Santa
Clara County Central Labor Council. the California State Federation of Labor and the American
Federation of Labor and Congress
of Industrial Organization. Region
No. 22.
The conference will start with
registration at 12:15 in the afternoon and close at 9:30 p.m. with
dinner at 5:45, according to Program Director Dr. Leon F. Lee,
associate professor of business.

Dr Elizabeth Greenleaf, assoc,!
dean of students, and 16 SJS coeds
have been invited by the University of California to attend its
annual Panhellenic Workshop Saturday.
The Panhellenic representative
from each sorority will send a
member. Four officers from Panhellenic will also make the trip.
Dean Greenleaf will be breakfast speaker at the workshop. Her
talk. titled, "The Role of the Sorority Woman in College." will
precede the after-breakfast discussions between representatives
from Cal and SJS.
The program will be held in the
Berkeley 4Vonian’s Club

Spanish Scene Set

Featured at the open house will
I he project displa)s of some of the
!IA students. There will also be
For Latin Festival
, demonstrations of power tools and
The Student Union will be transequipment.
tomorrow
formed into a nightclub
nightcomplete with floor show-- i Presentation of fraternity
when the Spanish Club presents awards will be made by Arthur
its Latin spring festival. William’ Ferry, president of the A. Lietz
Sander, social chairman, said to- Company. Dr. William E. Warner, founder of the fraternity, will
day.
Starting at S. refreshments will serve as a trustee during initiation
be served "by beautiful senoritas" of neophytes.
Guest speaker at the banquet,
in a Latin atmosphere, Sander
to be held at the Hawaiian Garsaid.
The floor show will begin at 10 dens, will be Dr. John Weil, manand will feature a Latin-American ager of Power Reactor Physics,
General Electric Co.
trio. Los Cuervos.
Tickets for the affair will be
sold in the Outer Quad at 50 cents
In 1920, the Morris Dailey Audiapiece Thursili.iy and Friday
torium, named in honor of Morris
Elmer Dailey, who was president
SJS from 1900 to 1919, was
completed at a cost of $80.000.

Religious Art Exhibit Opens
McNeur Paintings Featured

Westminster Foundation Arts
Exhibit will open formally on camTwo German Plays
pus Sunday afternoon from 3 to
5 in the Reserve Book Room.
Will Be Presented
The exhibit will consist entirely of paintings by Lynda McNeur.! Free by Club Today
who painted a series of pictures
Get man clob of JS will
at the invitation of the Westmin- present two German dramas toster Foundation of Northern Caliday in TB55. They will be presentfornia.
ed in German.
Purpose of the commission was
0
The plays, "Juana" by Georg
to show the paintings at univer- Kaiser and "Die Versunkene
sities and colleges including SJS, Glocke" by Gerflardt Hauptmann.
Stanford, San Francisco State,
represent the neo-romantic, symUniversity of California. Chico
bolistic and expressionistic moveState, Sacramento State and Colments since the turn of the cenlege of Pacific.
tury.
The series has three aspects.
Production of the two plays rep.
First, it is concerned with the resents most ambitious undertaktrial, suffering, death and reing of the club since its founding
surrection of .1 e u s Christ.
several years ago.
Second. It seeks to portray the
The program is free and open
existential experiences of every
to the public,
OM&
Miss McNeur has sought to express the experiences of cond:,nation, acceptance, compassii,
love, despair, death, ecstasy tir
hope; all of which are the ties::
of man’s involvement in living
Third aspect of the series is
Reed. the campus literary magathe painter’s entireness of the
"F -present lost in (.5(.0. mo- zine, is soliciting student -written
ment of timc despite the tens- material to be published, Short
ions and fragmentations of this stories, poems, critical articles.
and familiar essays will be acdecade,
cepted.
The deadline for submitting material is Apiil 7, but material turned in before March 24 has a better
chance of being used.
"541N. nest .’S tO it it r a lion
Dr. Robert H. Woodward, heelsBuilding will he the scene of an tont professor of English and adpun
to lllll rims- from I to visor to the Reed, said that some
4 p.m. Iiir ell members of the students think that the Reed and
ailministratie staff and Welty the Melon Context are associated.
who would like to Inspesi the lie said they are eiimpl, tely indent-nit faellities.
pendent although the same miter:tit odininistratise offices Mil lal can be submitted to both. En be open and periainnel will he on tering ’material into the Phelan
hand to welcome ialtors and contest does not automatically subshow them :iround. according to Mit that material to the Reed or
Jerome s. Fink, assistant to VP’S’ versa.
the dean of students. Fink elmDr. Woodward said that v ohmplinaized that tbe Open House is trers to work OP the Reed would
for staff and faculty milt-, for be weleomed. Over 1100 copies of
the Reed nate auld licat
IttorPoses i,f eriesitutton.

30,000 HERE IN 1970?
According to Dr. John T. Wahlquist, unless new state colleges
and universities are started in the
Bay area, it is estimated that SJS
will have 20,000 full time students
in 1965 and 30,000 in 1970.

DUNDEE

TWO
PANTS
SUITS
Ideal for spring and summer wearing
two pants enable you to keep
looking sharp all the time and give
twlce the wear . . . Less than the Price
of a one -pact suit. Come in today .
Limited supply,
REGULARS, SHORTS. LONGS. STOUTS and SHORT STOUTS
BLUES
BROWNS
GRAYS

for that

Special Friend
on your
Date

SPORT COATS. New spring
fashions and colors.
All -wool; all sizes .

SLACKS

All wool 1.1enne!s end
i.s league, sort and long
rise for tile hardto-fit.
Wide range

Good Strategy on any Date

colors

Come in and ask to see our
many floral arrangements

$9.95 - $14.75
FRIl ALTERATION’,

from

CYpress 2-8312

2nd and SAN FERNANDO
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119 SOUTH FIRST STREET

$9.98

New height of fashion

relaxed ...little heels with

$7.99

wow"’tS

become

shorter, slimmer, gently

cat"’

6eo
414

debonair charm strike the
perfect note of balance! Sr.
the Spring presentation:
flashing patent, tricobrr
excitement,

navy, red. neutra)

bone! Delightfully detaiksit

1799and$998

Reed Looking For
Student Writers

SJS Holds Tour
Here Tomorrow

a

a

a

$1 9"

Flowers
and Gifts

,f

As dresses gradually

thitictor lor Caliturnia and Nevada.
A registration fee of $15 per
person will include the cost of
dinner, all conference sessions and
use of the hotel parking lot.

At 1:30, following the welcome
address by Pres. John T. Wahlquist, the keynote address. "Labor
Education in America," will be
delivered by Ralph Showalter,
international representative of the
Northwest sub-regional off ic e.
United Automobile, Aircraft and
Agricultural Implement Workers
of America.
Addresses and discussions will
cover such subjects as the problem
of unemployment, organized labor
and the right-to-work issue in Cali -

FLOWERS

Cal Invites SJS
To Coed Meeting

(otitis. Speaking on these subjects
will be John F. Henning. research
director’ of the Ca4ifornia State
Federation of Labor. and Daniel
V. Flanagan, AFL-CIO regional

51 South First Street, San Jose
Mail Orders, add ni pilotage. (Additional pseud (barges nnr it ii,)
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